betray verb betrayed, betrayal
1 to betray someone is to do them harm
2 to betray a secret is to give it away
   "betrayal" noun

better adjective
1 more excellent I’m saving up for a better bike.
2 to be better is to feel well again after
   an illness Are you better now?

   "better" noun
   "better" a better person or thing
   "better" to get the better of someone is to defeat
   or outwit them

bead verb bead, beading, beaded
in a better way We both slept better that night.
I had better do something it would be
better for me to do it (you can use we, you,
and so on, instead of I) to be better off
is to be more fortunate in some way, for
example by having more money

betta verb betters, bettering, bettered
better to better something is to improve on it
She hopes to better the Olympic record.

between preposition
1 within two or more points in space or
   time the border between Canada and the
   USA The shop is open between 10 and 5.
2 among We divided the packet between
   us 3 the differences between things are
   those by which you can tell them apart
   What are the differences between bees
   and wasps?

bicycle noun bicycles
a two-wheeled vehicle that you ride by
   pushing down on pedals with your feet

bid noun bids
1 offering an amount you will pay for
   something, especially at an auction
2 an attempt making a bid for the world
   record

bikini noun bikinis
a two-piece swimsuit for women or girls

bilingual adjective
speaking two languages well

bills noun bills
1 a piece of paper that tells you how much
   money you owe for something 2 a plan
   for a new law in parliament 3 a poster
   a programme of entertainment

bill noun bills
a bird’s beak

billiards noun
a game played with long sticks (called cues)
and three balls on a cloth-covered table

billion noun billions
a thousand million (1,000,000,000)
   "billionth" adjective, noun

billow verb billows, billowing, billowed
   to billow is to rise up or move like waves
   on the sea As she floated gently down, Mrs
   Twit’s petticoat billowed out like a parachute,
   showing her long knickers. — Roald Dahl,
   "The Twits"

billy goat noun billy goats
a male goat

bin noun bins
a large or deep container, especially one that
   you put rubbish or litter in